
History of Presidents Expressing Positions on FCC Policy Initiatives 
 

The term "independent agency" is a legal term, meaning the President does not have the authority to terminate a commissioner. (By contrast, other 
heads of agencies serve "at the pleasure of the president.") The President is certainly allowed to meet and converse with the head of the FCC and to 

publicly express views.  There is a good deal of historical precedent – each of at least the past four Presidents did so. 
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 Public Knowledge

	  

Reagan 
Administration: 

President supports the 
FCC retaining the 

financial syndication 
"Fin-Syn" rules, after 

which the agency 
drops its first attempt 

to revise fin-syn. 
 

HW Bush 
Administration:  
Bush becomes 

president and directs 
FCC to go ahead and 

eliminate "fin-syn," 
which the Commission 
eventually does on a 
3-2 party line vote. 

Clinton 
Administration: 

Clinton pushes for 
FCC to act against 
advertising for hard 

liquor on TV in a public 
letter to Chairman 

Reed Hundt. Hundt 
responds by issuing a 

notice of proposed 
rulemaking. 

 
Clinton also publicly 
pushes the FCC on 

what standard to 
adopt for the DTV 

transition, for free air 
time for political 

candidates to reduce 
influence of big 

money, and set up the 
"Gore Commission" to 

recommend public 
interest obligations of 
digital broadcasters. 

W Bush 
Administration:  

George W Bush, a big 
supporter of media 

deregulation, sends a 
personal letter to FCC 
Chair Michael Powell 

urging him not to delay 
a planned vote on 
media ownership 

deregulation. Powell 
denies request for 
delay from fellow 
Commissioners.  

  


